
ABOUT TINA

SERVICES & PACKAGES

     Tina Escoto is a Channeled Spirit Energy Healer, Transformational Psychic

Medium, Intuitive Spiritual Mentor, Teacher and Ordained Minister. 

       

        She believes that everyone has the power to heal themselves and the

ability to tap into their psychic abilities if they wish to do so. In addition to her

healing energy work, Tina offers many regular classes and gatherings to help

those aspiring to develop their healing and psychic abilities further acting as a

teacher, mentor and spiritual community cultivator in the Arizona desert and

beyond (www.tinaescoto.com). 

 

MEDIUMSHIP/PSYCHIC/SPIRITUAL GUIDANCE
SESSIONS

30 minutes - $50             60 minutes - $100

In private or group sessions, I connect to, hear and feel messages
from spirit and give evidence of who is coming through. 

CHAKRA TUNE UP
Your seven main energy centers or "chakras" that line the spine
from the base through the crown of the head will be aligned,
balanced and any blockages will be released using sound
frequency.
                                          1 session - $150 

CHANNELLED SPIRIT HEALING SESSIONS
Going into a conscious trance state, I will allow spirit to enter and
take over tot he healing work to be performed on the client. Spirit
may direct me to use the Gold Christ Healing Energy® during a
session.

1 session - $75               OR             4 sessions - $225

MENTORING
Personalized one-on-one private sessions geared towards
expansion of your psychic/mediumship/healing abilities. 
                                          90 minutes - $100

HORSE HEALING SESSIONS
Custom horseback journeys that include meditation and readings
which allow participants to energetically connect with the horse,
nature and spirit for ultimate healing. 
                              PRICES VARY BASED ON LOCATION
TEACHING
A variety of classes are offered at Tina's Spiritual Center in Cave
Creek, AZ and at Everything Just Rocks in Tempe, AZ. See
www.tinaescoto.com for details.

http://www.tinaescoto.com/
http://www.tinaescoto.com/
http://www.tinaescoto.com/
http://www.tinaescoto.com/


TINA'S STORY
From a young age, Tina was able to read and 
feel others but, like many who have psychic abilities, she was unaware of what this was or how to use it. Tragedy struck in
her early adult life when she lost a large portion of her immediate family in a short period of time. These great losses
caused a shift in her perspective of death and were a catalyst for her epic spiritual journey with God.
 
At this time, her skills began to truly activate and she started to receive very direct instruction for her spiritual path. After
33 years in the corporate world, she turned completely to spiritual work and sharing her gifts from God to support others.
Working with and learning from Tina provides a safe environment for transformation, growth, and healing where your
highest divine and honorable good is always at the forefront.

TESTIMONIALS
"5 STARS 

Tina is an amazing woman. I took her mediumship course and she has assisted me in my transition as a psychic medium

and has been an incredible mentor throughout every step in my journey. I highly recomment any of her classes and I

trust her completely. I take great comfort in knowing she is always available if I have questions or am in need of advice or

spiritual counseling. I have also had Tina perform trans healing on both my husband and myself after the loss of our son.

She is a gifted healer. She has been a Godsend for me and my family. I sincerely love her and her intergrity &

compassion."
Adelita S., Student & Trance Healing Client

Debbie P., Trance Healing Client

"I had the fortunate opportunity to book a Chakra Healing Session with Tina
recently. It was one of the most enlightening, beautiful healing experiences I
have had in all my years of working with practitioners in this field. Tina is
highly intuitive and does a beautiful job utilizing all of her tools. The after
session discussion and notes provided are helpful tools in ensuring you stay
on track with any recommended suggestions. I love that she takes her time
and thoroughly explains everything encountered. I will definitely be
incorporating her Chakra Healing Sessions into my life on a regular basis."

Michelle J., Chakra Healing Client

CONTACT ME
www.tinaescoto.com

(480) 223-9233
escototina@gmail.com

Youtube     @Tina Escoto   
Facebook   @mystichorsejourneys
Instagram  @tina.escoto
Twitter        @TinaEscoto
 

6501 E. Smokehouse Trail
Cave Creek, AZ 85331

"I've had trouble with arthritis for years, but after having a trance

healing session with Tina, my symptoms have subsided enormously! I

feel great and I can feel spirit continuing to work on me for days

afterward. Thank you, Tina for sharing your wonderful gift!!"

"All I can say is mind blown. Entering these classes I knew I had

abilities, but I had little control. As I learned the lessons, my everyday

life became clearer. I have been able to help others as well as myself

connect to Spirit. If you are in any way called to develop mediumship

abilities, this is an excellent way to begin. "
Jacob B., Student


